Assessment of tibial stiffness by vibration testing in situ--III. Sensitivity of different modes and interpretation of vibration measurements.
Post mortem vibration measurements on one human tibia during gradual transection reveal the vibration modes and frequencies of a tibia during a simulated healing. The modes are identified in a tibia in an above knee amputation specimen with the leg in two positions: hanging down with the knee flexed (90 degrees) and supported in a special designed bone clamping splint (knee flexed 45 degrees). The vibration measurements are analysed using Modal Analysis and are translated to mechanical stiffness by mathematical modelling. The single bending 'free-free' mode turned out to be more sensitive to weakening of one cross-section than the 'rigid body' and single bending 'hinged-spring' modes. The error on the assessed value of the stiffness is a multiple of the error on the measured frequencies. This multiplication factor decreases for more sensitive modes. In this experiment, the results are accurate enough to reflect the asymmetric weakening imposed upon the tibia. Attempts are made towards automatization of the measurement and analysis in order to get a system for clinical use. The actual system is still too cumbersome and time consuming for standard clinical use.